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WRITTEN BY MARY SHELLEY
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WHEN YOU hand craft spirits THAT never blend in,

it’s amazing HOW YOU END UP STANDING OUT.
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DISTILLERY OPEN SATURDAYS NOON - 6PM
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BoydandBlair.com | 1101 William Flynn Hwy, Glenshaw, PA 15116

#NEVERBLENDIN
Bricolage Production Company presents
MIDNIGHT RADIO'S FRANKENSTEIN
Written by Mary Shelley • Adapted by Tami Dixon

Midnight Radio’s Frankenstein was commissioned in partnership with the
Pittsburgh Cultural Trust as part of the 2018 Pittsburgh International Festival of Firsts
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BRICOLAGE MISSION & VISION

We envision theater not as a passive experience, but as a vehicle for heightened involvement for artist and audience alike. By combining different artistic mediums, nourishing local talent, producing provocative work, and facilitating audience engagement, we seek to revitalize live performance for a new era.

The word Bricolage means “making artful use of what is at hand.” What excites us is the connection and interaction between seemingly disparate elements, and the potential for these components to resonate as one cohesive event. “What’s at hand” is Pittsburgh’s changing landscape, its plentiful human and material resources, and the salient political, cultural, and ethical issues we encounter and react to each day. Our approach encourages artists to take the creative risks necessary to create full-blooded, high-quality theatrical experiences that challenge audiences to engage in new ways, react, and express openly their opinions about our work – to have a stake in the creative discussion.
BIOS

JAMIE AGNELLO (Performer), "who is a human, not a puppet...(NY Times)" has performed and collaborated with Trusty Sidekick Theater Company at Lincoln Center (Up and Away, Campfire) and The Park Avenue Armory (The 7 1/2 Mysteries of Toulouse McLane, The Haunting of Ichabod Crane). Other appearances: Dixon Place (Blossom), LaMaMa (Double Aspect: Bright & Fair), St. Ann’s Warehouse (Chimpanzee), and the New York, Cincinnati, and Atlanta Fringe Festivals (Woody vs Mia vs Gwyneth vs Coldplay). MFA Poetry & MFA Theater from Sarah Lawrence. She is also a florist with The Farmer's Daughter Flowers. www.jamieagnello.com


JEFFREY CARPENTER (Artistic Director and Founder) envisions theater not as a passive experience, but as a vehicle for heightened involvement for artist and audience alike. Seeking alternatives to more traditional models, his work explores dynamic and deep modes of connectivity, placing each audience member at the center of the experience from which everything else spins. In 2018 he co-created The Clearing. In 2017, he co-created DODO, set inside and produced in collaboration with the Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh. In 2016, he spearheaded the creation of Enter the Imaginarium, an immersive next-generation escape room experience. Other projects for the company include last season’s The Ascendants and 2015’s SAINTS TOUR in the town of Braddock, PA. In 2014 he received a Visionary Artist award from The Pittsburgh Foundation to create OjO: The Next Generation in Travel, featured in La Jolla Playhouse’s 2015 Without Walls Festival. In 2012, he led the creation of the immersive work STRATA, named Top Production of the Year by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and featured on the cover of American Theatre. He conceived, produced and directed the Bricolage/Pittsburgh Filmmakers multi-media project In Service: Pittsburgh to Iraq, about the lives of local veterans returning from war, nominated for a Mid-Atlantic Emmy. He also co-conceived, writes and directs the Midnight Radio series now entering its 10th season.
PIPER CLEMENT (Master Electrician) is a recent graduate of Point Park University’s Conservatory of Performing Arts. Recent Credits include: The Scottsboro Boys, Wig Out! (The REP), Point Park Connection’s (The Conservatory Dance Company), In The Heat Of The Night (Pittsburgh Playwrights), Shrek Jr. (JCC of Greater Pittsburgh), The Missing Piece (Shanna Simmons Dance Co.), and The Forest of Everywhere (Bricolage).

ANTONIO COLARUOTULO (Lighting Designer) originally from Italy, designed for Bricolage Production Company Enter The Imaginarium and BUS. Antonio’s design credits include: Florencia en el Amazonas, Don Giovanni and The Cunning Little Vixen (Opera Steamboat Spring Colorado) The Gift of the Magi and Fancy Nancy (Pittsburgh Playhouse) The Addams Family and Dance Ensemble (Youngstown State University) Byhalia, Mississippi, Sex Werque, 4.48 Psychosis, The Pink Unicorn, Eff.Un.Gents and Kimono (Off The Wall Productions) Oedipus Rex (Pict Classical Theatre). Antonio has been part of the CSA Performance Series by the New Hazlett Theater from 2015. For more information visit lightingbyantonio.com

TAMI DIXON (Bricolage Co-Founder & Principal Creative) specializes in creating intimate, personalized and embodied immersive encounters. With Bricolage she co-created and directed the large-scale immersive works, STRATA, OjO, and DODO, and is the writer and director of, The Forest of Everywhere, Bricolage’s first immersive for children with developmental differences. Ms. Dixon co-created Bricolage’s Immersive Encounters (IE) program; a bite-sized, sensory-based theatrical initiative developed as a laboratory for training immersive artists and experimenting with participatory storytelling. Ms. Dixon is the lead writer for the company’s critically acclaimed program, Midnight Radio, now in its 10th season. She also co-created Enter the Imaginarium, a second-generation immersive escape room. Her first play, South Side Stories, received its world premier and subsequent remount at City Theatre Company. She is a recipient of a TCG/Fox Foundation Resident Actor Fellowship, The Frankel Award from City Theatre Company, the Carol R. Brown Creative Achievement Emerging Artist Award, and a Tribute to Women Leadership Award from the YWCA. Ms. Dixon holds a BFA in Acting from Carnegie Mellon University.

CELLO FURY (Musical Guests) makes original music that combines the symphonic sounds of the cello with driving rock beats. The band ventures past classical expectations, performing over 100 shows yearly in venues ranging from rock clubs, concert halls, schools, and music festivals such as SXSW. As an independent band, Cello Fury has toured across 27 states and has released three albums of original music, most recently "X" in September 2018. Cello Fury is thrilled to be part of their fifth Bricolage show! Performers for Midnight Radio’s Frankenstein are Simon Cummings, Nicole Myers and Cecilia Caughman. Visit www.cellofury.com for more information on the band's upcoming performances.
Financial brain power.

Applauding Bricolage’s Frankenstein

Financial Planning with MASTERPLAN®
Retirement Planning
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Estate Planning
Saving for Education

HEFREN-TILLOTSON
METICULOUS WEALTH MANAGEMENT since 1948
Allison Whitney, Financial Advisor | 412-633-1534 | Allison.Whitney@hefren.com
member SIPC
PARAG S. GOHEL (Performer) is a Pittsburgh-based artist, performer, director, producer, and educator, whose previous Bricolage credits include: The Forest of Everywhere (Don Key), A Christmas Story (Assistant Director), DODO, BUS 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and OjO. He is currently an adjunct faculty member in the Theatre Arts Department at University of Pittsburgh and actively teaches performance in several residencies including Bricolage's MNR Junior, City Theatre's Young Playwrights Institute, PPT's Creative Dramatics, Quantum Ed, and Hope Academy. You might have seen him more recently in Arcade Comedy’s production of SEX a.k.a. Wieners and Boobs or participating in Bricolage’s Bazaar as Cosmos the Unsinkable Clown.

BRETT GOODNACK (Performer) is an actor, improviser, and living scarecrow. He is a lifetime Pittsburgher (where he received his J.D. from Duquesne Law), and now resides in the Strip District. His local theater credits include Bricolage's production of 1984 as Winston Smith, and It's a Wonderful Life as George Bailey, as well as Pittsburgh Musical Theater, Stage 62, South Park Theater, and Uncumber Theatrics, to name a few. He is a local comedic improviser, and can regularly be seen at Arcade Comedy Theater, most often with his cherished team, Warp Zone.

BRENDAN KEPPLE (Sound Engingeer) is proud to say he has been the sound guy for the last 8 out of 10 Midnight Radio seasons. Congrats on 10, Bricolage! He was Sound Designer/Engineer for Bricolage's OjO, BUS, and In the Raw. Additionally, Brendan is a Classroom Technologist for Duquesne University, administering its web-streaming platform.

DEANA MURO (Music Director), is a music director, actress, and beekeeper. Credits: 1800+ performances throughout Pittsburgh including the Pittsburgh CLO, Front Porch Theatricals, Pittsburgh Musical Theater, Point Park Conservatory, CMU Drama School, Bricolage, and others. Served as MD/Conductor for Elaine Stritch in the Papermill Playhouse production of The Full Monty. Deana has played several national touring shows and serves as music director of various Cabaret shows. She has also written and produced her own one-woman shows to sold out houses. Deana is an adjunct at the Carnegie Mellon School of Drama.
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DECEMBER 6-22 | ADVENTUROUS THEATER
NIK NEMEC (Stage Manager), is a stage manager, playwright, and arts administrator based in Pittsburgh making his Bricolage debut. Favorite credits include: 2018 Cabaret at The Eugene O’Neill Theatre Festival, August: Osage County (The REP), Angels in America: Millennium Approaches/Perestroika (Throughline Theatre), Hecuba (Point Park University), Chicago, Shrek the Musical, and Annie (Pittsburgh CLO), Kalopsia (New Hazlett CSA Program), and five seasons of The Nutcracker with Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre. As a playwright his latest play Home Again, Home Again won the Audience Favorite in the 2016 Black and White Festival at Pittsburgh Playwrights. Thanks to Jeff, Tami, and the Bricolage team!

COTTER SMITH (Performer) is very pleased to be making his first Bricolage appearance in his new hometown. After coming to Pittsburgh for his role in the Netflix series MINDHUNTER, he and his wife quickly realized they had discovered their new home. He has spent the majority of his professional life in New York and Los Angeles and has appeared in numerous plays, films, and television shows along the way. His teaching career includes serving as the Department Head of the MFA Acting Program at The New School for Drama in New York, but he is now happily connecting with the local theater and education communities. He recently made his local debut in Rules of Seconds with Barebones Productions and he has taught workshops at both Carnegie Mellon and Point Park Universities, while continuing his private classes here as well.

MAURA UNDERWOOD (Performer) is excited to return to Bricolage and Midnight Radio after her last performance as the mother and Mrs. Fields in A Christmas Story! Maura serves as the Choral Director and Director of the Music Academy, as well as the producer for the Theater Department at Blackhawk High School in Beaver Falls, PA. She’s had the honor of sharing the stage with some of Pittsburgh’s finest artistic organizations such as 12 Peers Theater, Cup-a-Jo Productions, Throughline Theater, Stage 62, Seraphic Singers and Voces Solis. She thanks Jeffrey and the Midnight Radio team for this amazing opportunity!
We are so grateful to the individuals, families, foundations, and corporations that donate to Bricolage. Our success is due in large part to your support.

Donations received on or after June 1, 2018 qualify for the 2019 Partners in Adventure program. We believe this list to be accurate to the best of our knowledge for all of our 2018-2019 Partners in Adventure and to be updated and complete as of October 16, 2018. If you note an oversight on our part or if you would like to learn more about the Partners in Adventure program, please contact Nicole Hall, Development Manager, at nicole@webbricolage.org.

FOUNDATIONS & CORPORATE SUPPORT:

- Allegheny Regional Asset District
- All American Events
- The A.W. Mellon Educational & Charitable Trust Fund of the Pittsburgh Foundation
- The Benedum Foundation
- The Betsy McCormack Fund
- big Burrito Restaurant Group
- Bloomberg Philanthropies
- The Buhl Foundation
- ColorPerfect Printing
- Eat’n Park
- The Edith L. Trees Educational & Charitable Trust Fund
- The Falco DeBenedetti Fund of The Pittsburgh Foundation
- FedEx Ground
- Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council
- Greater Pittsburgh Small Arts Org. Capitalization Program
- The Gruber Foundation
- The Heinz Endowments
- The Henry J. Simonds Foundation
- Homylak Law Firm
- McKinney Charitable Foundation
- The National Endowment for the Arts
- The Opportunity Fund
- PA Pure Distilleries
- Penn Brewery
- Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
- The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust
- The Pittsburgh Foundation
- Pittsburgh Port Authority
- The QueeQueg Foundation
- The Richard King Mellon Foundation
- The Rita M. McGinley Fund
- Stelmack Dobransky & Eannace LLC
- UBS Financial Services

ADVENTURERS
($5000+)
- Anonymous
- Marie & Jeff Stapinski

VOYAGERS
($1,000-$4,999)
- James McCluskey & Hanni Cordes
- Lauri Fink & Mike Gable
- Maher Hoque
- Hazel Carr Leroy
- Richard & Karen Miller
- Marilyn Painter
- Allison Whitney & Brian Pietrandrea
- Rod & Donna Schwartz
- Henry & Mary Snyder
- John & Mary Lou Terreri

PATHFINDERS
($500-$999)
- Chuck & Nancy Adreon
- Marjorie & Alan Baum
- MaryAnn Graziano
- Robert Snapp & Cathy Hurst
- Brendan Kepple
- James Kincaid & Nita Moots Kincaid
- Susan & Philip Smith
- Bill & Susan Steen
- Robert & Arlene Weiner

WAYFARERS
($250-$499)
- Richard Capretto
- Reid & Carole Carpenter
- Jeanne & Robert Drennan
- Matt Dulac
- Abby Goldstein & Jason Kumpel
- Lisa & John Lemmex
- Pam & Ken McCrory
- Bill & Ruth Ann Molloy
- Beth & Pat Winkler
- Dennis K. Pittman
- Carol Schurman
- Martin Richter & Paula Signorino-Richter
Henry & Colleen Simonds
Mark & Niecy Southers
Linda & Jay Thier
Bonita Kwolek & Jeffrey Wagner
Helene Weinraub
Leslie Wright

EXPLORERS
($100-$249)
Valerie Asbury
Linda Bamberg
Myra Bullington
Greg & Rachel Colker
Steve Cuden
Mindy Paige Davis
Ellen & Gilbert DeBenedetti
Anthony & Karen DeCecco
Bryan & Jaime DeCecco
Dinah Denmark & Alice Greene
James Denova
Deborah Desjardins
Cathy & Dan Droz
Debbie Efkenman
Janet Emery
Jack & Patty Farkas
Lisa & Buck Favorini
Rick Schweikert & Sherrie Flick
Evie Gardner
Nachum Golan & Steve Hough
Sharon Goldstein
Susan Golomb
Jane Graille
Mark Grasak
Mohammed Bamyeh & Randall Halle
Michelle & Mohammed Hoang
Ann Lapidus
Karen & Larry Lapidus
David & Diane Lassman
Theresa Colecchia & Christian Lebiere
David Longstreet
Mary Ann & John Lovasz
Janet McCall
Scott Leff & Marilyn McDaniel
Tony Mologne
Carmelle Nickens
Peace of Time Wellness
Christopher & Mary Rawson
Manuel D. Reich
Nancy Remaley
Maureen Rolla
Todd Owens & Jami Rutherford
David Sufrin & Diane Samuels
Hannah Nielsen-Jones & John Sawyer
Lisa Scales
Derek & Kimberly Scalzott
Martin Richter & Paula Signorino-Richter
Roseanne Silva
Michael & Lynn Simon
Susan & Jonathan Speicher
Carol Tabas
Carol Wooten & Ed Tomlinson
Francis Vitale
Deborah Knox & Mark Willoughby
Carol Young

SIGHTSEERS
($1-$99)
Maureen Anderson
Flo Angelo
Abha Bais
Tammy & Randy Baker
Susan Banks
Sophie Batchelor
Richard Bates
Catherine Baty
Anne Beck
Noreen & David Begg
Anne Bemis
Amelia Benson
Dave Bisaha
Gina Blake
Nikki Blake
Jeffrey Boles
Karla Boos
Molly Braver
Joseph Brosky
Jack Buffington
Linda & Bob Burrows
Allison Cahill
John & Judith Carpenter
Michelle Wion & Jason Chitty
Donna Click
Thomas Clinton
Brie Constantino
Filomena Conti
Michael Cook
Julia Corrin
Marie Cosgrove-Davies
Ginny Cunningham
Matthew & Linda Cvitkovic
Kristin Davis
Mark Davis
Tirzah DeCaria
Carol & Dwight Deicke
William Delaney
Laura Dethlefsen
Jody DiPerna
Steven Doerfler
Kathleen Downey
Casey Droge
Nancy Dunn
Robin Durr
Rachael Ellis
Michelle Engleman
Annette & Tony Ferrieri
Becca Fichtl
Mary & Dave Findlay
David Finegold
James Fischerkeller
Paige & Jeff Forster
Matthew Garland
Lynn Geibel
Elyana Glass
Judy Goldman
Renee & Stephen Gottschalk
Christine Green
Donna & Jerry Green
Carol Sikov Gross
Matt Grove
Joyce Hallowes
Haltenbach Family
Jessica Hammer
Karen Hannon
Kate Harris
Sabrina Haskell
Tracy Hawkins
Carol Horowitz
Daniel & Renee Irvin
Laura Jackson
Justin Jankovitz
Lonnie Jantsch
Sally Jefferies
Mara Avakian & Chris Josephs
Susan Kabazie
Tessa Karel
Kerry Kelty
Mark Kimak
Join us on our adventure!

Bricolage donors are not just patrons of the arts, but our bold, risk-taking partners-in-crime.

To thank our courageous patrons, we’ve created a donor benefits program with some of the most unique & creative perks in town!

Will you take a leap with us?

To find out how to become our partner in adventure talk to a Bricolage staff member tonight or visit BricolagePgh.org.
Bricolage & Alan Olifson

Wordplay
A New Spin on Storytelling

Tickets $25

8pm Friday & Saturday

November 16-17

Tickets at BricolagePgh.org